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Triominos deluxe instrukcja

Triominos DeLuxe - Triominos review is a classic puzzle game that refers to dominoes, but gives more possibilities to combine - is much more interesting than it is. The film was released in the United States in the 1960s and has been popular ever since. Anna PolkowskaAutorka BoardGameGirl.pl - a blog and vlog about
board games, where you can find brief reviews, reports from board shows and interviews with important characters from the gaming world. Editor, graduated from the Faculty of Polish Studies at the University of Warsaw. Over the years it has been associated with the market of press releases, books and board games.
Close The game is designed for up to four players over the age of six. The game lasts about half an hour**. There are several types of Triominos on the market. They differ in the construction of stones and the shape and size of the boxes. In the middle we found the same thing - 56 stones, instructions and coasters. Only
the Triominos Excel version expands gameplay with two additional players (it has two additional coasters and more rocks). As in the classic domina, players randomly select the stone and stack it on the table next to the previously lined stone. The stone should fit sideways. Players receive points for the appropriate stone
arrangement - as many digits in the stones lined up. In addition, points are given for special layout arrangements (for example, consisting of trapezoidal triangles) and are investigated for pulling stones from common pots. The game ends when one player gets rid of all their stones or when another stone can no longer be
added. Triominos is a game that's sure to appeal to people who love classic puzzle games. Aspects of the game flow calmly, everyone focuses on their winnings and little about how to deal with opponents. This is a game that will work well as a backdrop for family gatherings. You can freely simplify the rules (and, for
example, choose not to score for hands) to match the gameplay to the age and ability of the participants. On the other hand, Triominos connoisseurs are happy to host tournaments, where the fight becomes very fierce and based on a wise strategy - for example, for the first part of the game, no triangle is really added to
the attack only later and offsets the negative points to match the high-scoring hand. With this approach, you can already observe the actual battles between players and often try to undo your opponent's plans. Triominos can have multiple faces and it is up to the players to know what faces they will show in a particular
game. Check also Abalone, which offers an interesting logical challenge for two people. Was this article helpful? Anna PolkowskaAutorka BoardGameGirl.pl - a blog and vlog about board games, where you can find brief reviews, reports from board shows and interviews with important characters from the gaming world.
Editor, graduated from the Faculty of Polish Studies at the University of Warsaw. Over the years it has been associated with the market of press releases, books and board games. Krystyna Owsiak 10/23/2015 | 11:25pm Categories: Domino's reviews don't need to be presented to anyone. It's classic. You can play it, you
can set an amazing cascade. And despite the passage of years, simplicity, randomness, dominoes still enjoy popularity. On his canvas appears our present hero - Triominos, or triangular domino. Does he have a chance to compete with his brother? On Domino's Day it is not possible, and when it comes to the gameplay
experience, I invite you to read reviews. The version of the game I reviewed was Triominos DeLuxe. We have here a large, triangular, and therefore a little impractical, box, which I think should be more durable, because of this format until it is asked for additional perekaran. In it we find 4 coasters, 56 triangular stones,
equilateral and game rules in several languages, including Polish. The stones are of excellent quality, and their additional advantage is the metal balls, which allow you to rotate and lift them more easily from the table and prevent abrasion. At each corner there are digits with a value of 0 to 5. Each stone is universal,
unique and unique. Coasters are fine - the only thing I'm going to change is the angle where we set the rock on them. Sometimes it happens to see some value on the opponent by chance. Points, we collect points! The rules of the game are simple. Each player aims to score 400 points. The game takes place in rounds
and ends when one of the players earns or exceeds the set point value. We start by finding one stone at a time, to determine the first player - the highest number on the winning brick. Then we put on the right amount of rock - it depends on the number of players and varies between 6 and 9. Then, we started queuing our
blocks, of course, matching numerical values with those already on the table. Each stone you add gives us a number of points equal to the number of values in the corner. We also had the opportunity to earn a bonus by arming the numbers - the hexagon would give us 50, a bridge of 40, and a double hexagon of 60
points. Finding the right stone that perfectly matches the finishing figure is difficult, however. If none of our stones match, we have the ability to attract new from the pot. For each drawn brick, however, we have to pay 5 5 We could only pick three stones during the turn, and if we don't decide to add some after that, we
lose an extra 10 points. Our turn was over and we had 25 points loss in total. I mention the rounds – each lasts until one of the players gets rid of all their stones, or when the game is blocked by the inability to lay or select new stones and belts of all players. Players who complete the round by lining the last stone receive
an additional point equal to the amount of value on the remaining stones plus 25 bonus points. If we have a blocked game, the winner of the round is the player with the lowest number in his stones and he receives points for the amount found in the opponent, but first he must submit from the result of the sum, and also
do not receive a bonus of 25. After that, the next round begins. A little combination... Triominos' rules are really trivial, especially if someone shows them to us. The gameplay itself consists of a series of not-so-difficult decisions. Of course, certain perceptions are necessary to quickly notice the most favorable at any given
time or in the long run to play. It comes with time. At first, everyone twisted the stone in their hands and was upset as to why these values were in this direction! So there's a little bit of downtimes missing as we learn the title. The gameplay itself is very random. If I don't have a suitable stone or don't want to add it now,
because later it will be more profitable on points then I can draw. However, it cost me not only time (opponents have fewer stones and can get rid of them faster than me) but also points. 25 points is very similar to being able to fold, and if we add three more stones that we have chosen, we are firmly behind. It's
interesting I'm very related to Rummikub, but there after taking one plate our turn ended - the penalty wasn't so severe. However, in Triominos we can put a drawn stone (if fit), which can reduce penalty points. Of course, we can try to get bonuses for the numbers, which you need a little combination and a lot of luck. This
aspect of the game is similar regardless of the number of people - it changes how many stones we have at the beginning of the game. Of course, the fewer of us, the shorter we wait your turn (beginner players can think for a long time!). Therefore, the two-player game is the shortest. We also have (theoretically) the
greatest impact on the performance of opponents and the highest dose of strategy. However, the situation on the table changes much more slowly and more often it is necessary to draw stones. Unless we're amazing luck and match the same The lack of suitable bricks usually means that we don't even have anything to
think about - we don't have the right choice. Is the classic standing test of time? Games that are considered classics of this genre usually cause me skepticism. Everybody knows, they know what's going on. Is it worth saying that you don't like classics? Usually, perhaps slightly contrary, I am only sure of the refreshed
version, with the changed rules, improved mechanics. I don't like power in the classic version. The game in my opinion is monotonous, random and, if we are not children, a blow of boredom. Triominos, as a newer and revised version, I approached with interest. And I'm a little disappointed. I was expecting something
more akin to logic or a number game like Genius or Rummikub mentioned above. Triominos is, to my liking, too close to the classic dominoes. And, although for me it is a minus, for many players it is a definite plus. Games that are not too complicated are on the market quite a lot, Triominos must be theirs. Who's this title
for? Certainly for dominomaniacs (which I don't include) and people looking for games that can be played in multigenerational families. Stereotypical geeks tend to get bored and don't want to play the next round. Simple gameplay rules that combine generations of fast game randomness similar to the classic domino
small decision making big penalty for lack of matching monotonous rock gameplay Rating: (2.5 / 5) Thank you goliath publishing house for submitting the game for review. Krystyna Owsiak Game DetailsNameTri-Ominos (1965)ComplexityLight [1.43]BGG Rank [User Rating]19949 [5.31]Player Count (recommended)2-6
(2-5)Designer(s)Allan CowanArtists(s)Bernd Dümler and Heidemarie RüttingerPublisher(s)Ahorn Holz und Spiel, Arxon, Brain-ed, Ltd., Cayro, the games, Croner, danspil, Dilemma Games, Editrice Giochi, F. Brunner, Frank H Richards, Goliath Games, Ideal, Interlude, Irwin Pacific, Joker, Kenbrite, Monkey Pod Games,
Nabita World co., Ltd., Nordic Games GmbH, Noris Spiele, Peri Spiele, Peter Pan Playthings, Planet Finska, Playtoy Industries, Pressman Toy Corp., Schmidt Spiele, Weico Produkte GmbH and Woodstock SpieleMechanism(s)Hand Management, Pattern Building and Tile Placement Placement
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